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DE-RISK WITH INSIDERLENS: 100% PIT
COMPLIANCE, COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND!
Complying with SEBI’s Prohibition of Insider Trading (PIT) Regulations (2015) is a key
piece of the corporate governance puzzle, as penalties run into millions and enquiries
weigh on your resources. More importantly your business’ reputation hangs in the
balance.
To side step the blow that non-compliance can deal to your business, invest in
InsiderLens- a meticulous, affordable software that facilitates 100% PIT compliance.

Smart features save time, funds and resources
1.Creates SDD as per the regulations- simply and
quickly
2.Dashboard provides important and urgent
signals.
3. Provides audit trail (date and time stamps)
4.Bulk upload facility simplifies SDD creation using
old data
5. Validates data as you enter it
6. Creates important reports

7.Issues multiple alerts and reminders for all critical
activities
Eg: 3 alerts to ensure timely TWC issuance
8. Records all communication to DPs
9.Speeds up date entry with a user-friendly
interface
10. Tracks annual and periodic disclosures
11.Records trade pre-clearance requests and
intimations.

An investment in InsiderLens yields boundless benefits
As you focus on boosting business efficiencies post-COVID, this fully-automated,
secure solution is the most convenient way to address PIT compliance.
1. 100% compliance for complete peace of mind
2. 1 software for all PIT compliance requirements
3. Action prompts facilitate swift compliance
4. Safeguards Cos and DPs from regulatory action
5. Obtains necessary commitments from DPs
6. Timely updates for compliance with new/amended regulations
7. Seamless software updates equal nil downtime

An independent PCS firm has attested that InsiderLens meets all
mandatory compliance requirements!
InsiderLens prioritizes your data’s safety
Fully encrypts all UPSI data
Offers role based data access
Automatically ends idle sessions
Provides multiple privacy control options Data is never
accessed by Axar Digital
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InsiderLens is the best in the market!
Businesses across the country trust InsiderLens implicitly for PIT compliance

Adopting InsiderLens is simple & straightforward
Get full control of your data by installing InsiderLens

Or
On your in-house server

On your cloud server

InsiderLens supports both installation options and requires minimal
hardware and software investment.
Simply choose the option that you’re comfortable with!
Switching to InsiderLens is as easy as 1-2-3!
Day 1: Book a demo
Experience how InsiderLens simplifies compliance and prevents insider trading
Day 2: Place your order
Convinced of InsiderLens’ power? Book the software and enjoy 1-day installation
Day 3: Get started
Complete user training in 1 hour
Start uploading data via InsiderLens’ bulk upload facility

Transform the way your company addresses PIT compliance today

Book a Demo Now!
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